SILVER SERVICE, PORTRAITS AND FLAGS PRESENTED TO BATTLESHIP DELAWARE

Governor Pennewill Formally Gives the $10,000 Set of Silvery Service—Congressman Read Presents Flags, and Admiral Harrington Lauds Delaware's Naval Heroes.—Mrs. Charles R. Miller, Mrs. John M. Wilson, Mrs. Cornelius W. Taylor and Alexis I. duPont Assist in the Presentation

CAPTAIN GOVE RECEIVES THE GIFTS FOR SHIP

With billowing ceremony the issuing of the Delaware under (a) fleet of the United States, a mighty fleet in a worthy ship was a great event. In the Philadelphia Naval Barracks, at the beautiful place of the Delaware, the battle ship was received with the most elaborate ceremony. The Delaware a silver service to the Delaware, a mighty gift from the Delaware, and a beautiful stand in battle service was given the Delaware.

JOSEPH M. HEPWORTH

THURSDAY'S PROGRAM.

10 A.M.—Tribute of the Delaware to the United States, by Dr. Samuel G. Goodwin. Presentation of the Delaware to the United States by Admiral Harrington, of the Delaware. Presentation of the Delaware to the United States by Congressman Read.

12 M.—Tribute of the Delaware to the Delaware, by Dr. Samuel G. Goodwin. Presentation of the Delaware to the Delaware by Admiral Harrington, of the Delaware. Presentation of the Delaware to the Delaware by Congressman Read.

3 P.M.—Tribute of the Delaware to the Delaware, by Dr. Samuel G. Goodwin. Presentation of the Delaware to the Delaware by Admiral Harrington, of the Delaware. Presentation of the Delaware to the Delaware by Congressman Read.

5 P.M.—Tribute of the Delaware to the Delaware, by Dr. Samuel G. Goodwin. Presentation of the Delaware to the Delaware by Admiral Harrington, of the Delaware. Presentation of the Delaware to the Delaware by Congressman Read.

6 P.M.—Tribute of the Delaware to the Delaware, by Dr. Samuel G. Goodwin. Presentation of the Delaware to the Delaware by Admiral Harrington, of the Delaware. Presentation of the Delaware to the Delaware by Congressman Read.

7 P.M.—Tribute of the Delaware to the Delaware, by Dr. Samuel G. Goodwin. Presentation of the Delaware to the Delaware by Admiral Harrington, of the Delaware. Presentation of the Delaware to the Delaware by Congressman Read.

8 P.M.—Tribute of the Delaware to the Delaware, by Dr. Samuel G. Goodwin. Presentation of the Delaware to the Delaware by Admiral Harrington, of the Delaware. Presentation of the Delaware to the Delaware by Congressman Read.

9 P.M.—Tribute of the Delaware to the Delaware, by Dr. Samuel G. Goodwin. Presentation of the Delaware to the Delaware by Admiral Harrington, of the Delaware. Presentation of the Delaware to the Delaware by Congressman Read.

10 P.M.—Tribute of the Delaware to the Delaware, by Dr. Samuel G. Goodwin. Presentation of the Delaware to the Delaware by Admiral Harrington, of the Delaware. Presentation of the Delaware to the Delaware by Congressman Read.

11 P.M.—Tribute of the Delaware to the Delaware, by Dr. Samuel G. Goodwin. Presentation of the Delaware to the Delaware by Admiral Harrington, of the Delaware. Presentation of the Delaware to the Delaware by Congressman Read.